Xing
presents
RAUM
programme
autumn 2017
Xing's space in Bologna, Raum, restarts its activities from the 14th October with a calendar of special projects,
productions and hospitality events running up until December 2017. Masters in the field of live arts research,
this autumn Raum will host the work of ten selected artists and groups, drawn from a network of collaborators
and arts research organisations active across Italy. As is the case with acts that involve the transfiguration of a
real space, the ten performances in the programme, through sound/narrative/visual constructions, will
introduce us to many different singular worlds, generated by the expressive sensitivity of these leading
talents from the world of contemporary production. For us, these emerging artistic personalities, overlooked
by most well-known trends, represent an inexhaustible effort to evoke a reality that is still fabulous and superrelational, foreseen and sought after beyond the confines of the banal that marks the contemporary world.
With: Canedicoda/Roberta Mosca (I), Jasmine Guffond (AUS/D), Orthographe (I), Aine O’Dwyer
(IRL/UK), Floris Vanhoof/ Lieven Martens Moana (B), Sara Manente/Christophe Albertijn (I/B), Native
Instrument (N/AUS/D), Peter Mills (UK/S), Enrico Malatesta/Attila Faravelli (I), Tom Johnson (USA/I).
________________________________________________________________________________________
PUBLIC ACTIONS
sat 14 oct 4pm > sun 15 oct 4pm - Canedicoda/Roberta Mosca (I) - Musica per un giorno (Anno 2°) performance
fri 20 oct 10pm - Jasmine Guffond (AUS/D) - Traced - sound performance
curated by εὖ eû
fri 10 nov 10pm - Orthographe (I) - Stanze - tale for prepared room
wed 15 nov 10pm - Aine O'Dwyer (IRL/UK) - Sound walks from Medjugorje - sound performance
curated by εὖ eû
fri 24 nov 10pm - Floris Vanhoof/Lieven Martens Moana (B) - Refreshments - live cinema & electronics
in collaboration with Home Movies/Archivio Aperto
wed 29 nov 10pm - Sara Manente/Christophe Albertijn (I/B) - Spectacle #4 - anagliph yoga & 3Dance &
3Djset
fri 1 dec 10pm - Native Instrument (N/AUS/D) - Camo - sound performance
curated by εὖ eû
tue 7 dec 10pm - Peter Mills (UK/S) - PETER - performance + residency
wed 13 dec 10pm - Enrico Malatesta/Attila Faravelli (I) - Readymade Metal Book - lecture/sound
performance
sat 16 dec 10pm - Tom Johnson (USA/I) - And where are all the people? - performance
________________________________________________________________________________________
Raum, Xing's headquarters in Bologna, is a space dedicated to the support of contemporary cultural
production. Its challenge is primarily aimed at italian artists who meet and collaborate, often for the first time,
solicited by unusual production occasions; while international artists are invited to present brilliant works from
the panorama of contemporary creation, introducing materials and experiences that facilitate the circulation of
ideas.
________________________________________________________________________________________
With the support of: Regione Emilia-Romagna, Comune di Bologna. In collaboration with: Euphorbia/εὖ eû,
Home Movies/Archivio Aperto, Residenza per artisti Sandra Natali/MAMbo, Accademia di Belle Arti di Bologna.
Media partners: Cheap On Board, Edizioni Zero.
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